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Abstract—In software-defined networks (SDN), the abstracted 
control plane is its symbolic characteristic, whose core component 
is the software-based controller. The control plane is logically 
centralized, but the controllers can be physically distributed and 
composed of multiple nodes. To meet the service management 
requirements of large-scale network scenarios, the control plane is 
usually implemented in the form of distributed controller clusters. 
Cluster management technology monitors all types of events and 
must maintain a consistent global network status, which usually 
leads to big data in SDNs. Simultaneously, the cluster security is 
an open issue because of the programmable and dynamic features 
of SDNs. To address the above challenges, this paper proposes a 
big data analysis-based secure cluster management architecture 
for the optimized control plane. A security authentication scheme 
is proposed for cluster management. Moreover, we propose an ant 
colony optimization approach that enables big data analysis 
scheme and the implementation system that optimizes the control 
plane. Simulations and comparisons show the feasibility and 
efficiency of the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme is 
significant in improving the security and efficiency SDN control 
plane. 
 
Index Terms—Software-defined networks, big data, swarm 
computing, security, cluster management. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ITH the rapid development of modern society and 
innovations in technology, computer networks and 
information technology in general have become an important 
part of the infrastructure and now play a significant supporting 
role in business and everyday life. After decades of 
development, network technology has made remarkable 
progress in terms of coverage, node capacity, transmission 
speed, and operational cost. The creation of the basic 
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communication architecture based on the core TCP/IP protocol 
represented a fundamental advancement [1][2]. As software 
and hardware technologies have developed and begun to 
cooperates with each other, an increasing number of network 
services have gradually appeared. Such services include 
wireless networks, mobile Internet, virtualization and cloud 
computing, which is aimed at meeting the rapidly increasing 
demands of network traffic, in addition to supporting different 
types of network equipment and diverse network applications 
[3][4]. However, existing network technology is faced with 
increasingly serious technical challenges due to size, 
performance and security issues, all of which play large roles in 
enterprise data centers and are important to network operators. 
After years of development, the traditional network architecture 
is bloated and ossified. Therefore, it is difficult for traditional 
networks to address application scenarios such as big data and 
cloud computing, which are characterized by massive data 
transmission and flexible resource demand. The result is 
frequent bottlenecks [5][6][7]. 
The symbolic characteristic of SDN is the abstracted control 
plan, at the core of which lies the software-based controller 
[8][9][10][11]. The control plane is logically centralized, but 
the controllers can be physically distributed and composed of 
several nodes [12][13]. By centralizing the logic for network 
control and providing call interface to the application layer, 
SDN makes the network become allocable resources, elevates 
network capacity, and improve the flexibility of managing 
network resources [14]. The dynamic and flexible control 
aspects of SDN provide large benefits, but they also raise some 
limitations. First, programmable features introduce additional 
vulnerabilities into SDN, and malicious actions easier. Second, 
management and monitoring requirements of SDN are higher 
and they demand a flexible and controllable traffic 
management mechanism when used for data transfer purposes. 
Third, cluster management technology must monitor all types 
of events and maintain a consistent global network status, 
leading to big data in SDNs, which are helpful for optimizing 
SDN control. To address abovementioned challenges, it is 
necessary to realize a secure and efficient cluster management 
mechanism based on big data, which is the main contribution of 
this paper. 
In SDN, the control plane is responsible for network status 
monitoring, link discovery, policy development, and the 
generation as well as management of the forwarding table. In 
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addition, the control plane interacts with the forwarding plane 
through the southbound interface and services management 
program through the northbound interface to realize advanced 
network management functions. Network state monitoring 
involves two aspects of network state monitoring. The first is 
real-time traffic monitoring in the network, which enables 
timely detection of network congestion, providing a basis for 
the adjustment of the network strategy. The second is that 
because a controller usually controls more than one piece of 
network equipment, it needs to detect abnormal situations, such 
as abnormal node connections, quickly enough to adjust the 
network topology structure. In the OpenFlow protocol, a flow 
forwarding table is produced by the controller but stored at the 
switch. Therefore, a single controller cannot know all the 
routing information in real time, and the existing link discovery 
protocol must be modified to adapt to the SDN environment. 
The core function of an SDN is policy formulation. Since the 
underlying network information is opaque to the application 
plane, the network strategy specified by the controller is 
directly related to the network service quality. Service policy 
formulation includes generating, deleting or updating flow 
tables to optimize the routing information, for example, 
increasing or deleting switch nodes based on network traffic. 
Initially, SDN was prototype platform deployed in the campus 
network environments, where a single controller node is able to 
meet the needs at that time. However, after the scale of the 
network expands to a certain extent, because the computing 
ability of a single node is limited, it is impossible to for a single 
node to manage an unlimited amount of network equipment; 
consequently, a cluster controller composed of multiple 
controller is needed [15]. If a number of controllers cooperate 
with each other, it would be possible to work around single 
node failures and other types of accidental network failures, 
thus enhancing network stability. For these reasons, research on 
cluster control technology has become a hotspot during the 
commercialization phase of SDN [16]. In addition, the control 
plane plays an important role in SDN security. In the SDN 
architecture, a controller can obtain a global view of the 
network, thus, the controller can both control the network 
centrally and enhance network security. This capability has 
sparked some improvements and new solutions for protecting 
the network security. 
One of the main bottlenecks of SDN applications is the 
extensibility of the control plane. A centralized architecture 
makes global information available to the controller and 
provides flexible control capability based on programmable 
interfaces. However, because the number of nodes and traffic 
flow in networks tend to increase, SDN has limitations that 
include restrained processing power, long control latency and 
low control plane reliability. In fact, cluster management 
technology must monitor all types of events to maintain a 
consistent global network status, which leads to big data in 
SDN. Moreover, when moving from static to dynamic services, 
there are corresponding increases in resource requirements; 
application server clusters must move from a single cluster in a 
static environment into multiple cluster nodes in a dynamic 
environment. The functionality provided to each user varies 
dynamically with the user's business requirements. Therefore, 
dynamic services can generate large amounts of data. These big 
data can support the optimized cluster in SDN. In fact, there are 
different equipment interfaces in a controller that can map to 
different network types. Then, these different types of networks 
can be controlled and configured through the abstract interface 
in the controller. In other words, a common cluster 
management scheme is proposed that can manage multiple 
different types of networks. There are two challenges in 
creating big data analysis based clusters. On one hand, an 
efficient big data analysis algorithm is a must. In large-scale 
SDN scenarios, the control plane is usually implemented in the 
form of distributed controller cluster. It is necessary to propose 
an efficient and feasible algorithm for the controller cluster 
based on the analysis of the dynamic and massive data. On the 
other hand, various security problems occur when a controller 
cluster is created[17]. To address the above challenges, this 
paper proposes a big data analysis based secure cluster 
management architecture for an optimized control plane. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Preliminaries are discussed in Sect. II. The cluster management 
requirements are described in Sect. III. In Sect. IV, basic 
architecture is provided. In Sect. V, the details of the proposed 
big data analysis based secure cluster management are 
presented. Sect. VI presents the implementation system. Sect. 
VII discusses the simulations and evaluations. Finally, Sect. 
VIII concludes this paper. 
II. RELATED WORKS 
A. SDN and Cluster 
Because of the limited computing power of a single controller 
node, when computing operations is high, the controller node 
consumes considerable battery power and may become 
unavailable. To resolve this problem, the following approaches 
can be considered. First, a larger SDN network must to be 
divided into several smaller network domains. Each controller 
node is responsible for managing a network domain, the 
adjacent domain controllers need to able to communicate with 
each other to update the global network state and execute the 
global strategy. Second, cluster controllers consisting of 
multiple controllers are needed. Meanwhile, when controllers 
cooperate with each other, it is possible avoid single controller 
node failures, communication failures and other kinds of 
accidental network failures, which enhances the network 
stability. It is highly important to divide the network, and to 
define the communication rules between the controllers. These 
problems have become frequent topics in the research on SDN 
cluster control technology [18][19]. 
Consider an extreme case as follows, if each controller node 
has a one-to-one correlation with each device in the network, 
the SDN can be viewed as a network in the traditional 
architecture. As shown in Fig. 1, multiple parameters must be 
balanced during the division of the network domain, including 
the controller load capacity, communication delay between 
controllers and devices, communication delay between 
controllers, scalability, fault tolerance rate, and load balancing.  
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B. Big Data Framework 
Big data refers to data collection within a certain time range, 
managed and processed by conventional software tools 
[20][21]. The purpose of big data analysis is to achieve better 
decision making, insight into the mass forces and process 
optimization, support a high growth, and the diversification of 
information assets. The main features of big data include 
volume, velocity, variety, value and veracity. Several big data 
tools are available, such as Hadoop [22][23], MapReduce [24], 
and the Dryad of Microsoft Neptune of Ask.com [25]. Of the 
above tools, the most popular is Hadoop. Additionally, 
MapReduce is a popular distributed big data analysis tool 
designed by Google. The aforementioned big data tools can be 
applied to enhance the efficiency and scalability of service 
recommendations in big data applications. 
 
 
C. Ant Colony Algorithm 
Ant colony algorithm is usually used in data mining and 
analysis [26][27]. Additionally, it has been adapted for some 
cluster schemes in communication and network 
systems[28][29]. The basic idea behind the ant colony 
algorithm includes the following features. First, the pheromone 
intensity and the taboo table of the ants will be pre-initialized. 
Second, each ant will choose a node destination based on to 
certain probability rules and the rules in the taboo table, until 
the final formation of a legitimate path. Third, the path length 
generated by each ant will be calculated, which consists of the 
sum of the lengths of the edges in the path. Fourth, the 
pheromone level on each edge is updated. Each edge elicits ants 
to release the pheromone; then the pheromone released by the 
ants according to the length of the paths generated by the ants is 
calculated. Fifth, when all the ants have updated the pheromone, 
the current shortest path is recorded, the taboo table is 
initialized and a pheromone is added to each ant. Control 
returns to the second step. The above five steps loop until the 
termination condition of the algorithm is satisfied. 
III. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS OF CLUSTER MANAGEMENT 
Based on the hierarchical relationships among the controller 
nodes, SDN clusters can be divided into two types: vertical 
SDN clusters and horizontal SDN clusters. A vertical SDN 
cluster has a subordinate relationship between the controllers. 
This hierarchical structure can be reflected in the realization of 
the controller functions. In this type of cluster, network tasks 
are assigned to different controllers based on the amount and 
frequency of required information. Generally, more frequent 
tasks will be handed to the switch that is topologically closer to 
the controller. On one hand, this approach reduces the delay 
caused by transmission between layers. On the other hand, 
higher level controllers correspond to more switches, which can 
avoid excessive loads in the high-level controller. Tasks that 
require global network information such as routing requests, 
will be executed by the root controller. There are several 
existing vertical cluster schemes. Kandoo is a 2-layer SDN 
model [30], in which there is neither traffic between every 
controller nor information about the global network state in the 
bottom layer. Logically focused, the controllers in the upper 
layer are responsible for maintaining the global network state. 
Only local programs can run in the controllers in the 
bottom-layer controllers, which require information from only 
a single or a few switches. Because the majority of frequent 
requests are conducted using this approach, it becomes easier 
for the controllers in the upper layer to proceed. DIFANE 
changes the passive control mode for the control plane to accept 
queries for routing of switches, which defines two kinds of 
switches of the control plane [31]. One involves ordinary 
switches, which possess only the ability for data inquire and 
transfer; the other involves authoritative switches, which 
contain the higher-level information for ordinary switches to 
make inquiries. The control plane refreshes the transfer strategy 
and offers it to the authoritative switches each time packages 
transfer, ensuring there are sufficient resources in the transfer 
plane. In this way, packages proceed in the control plane 
without experiencing a delay between the transfer plane and the 
control plane, and the calculation of the controllers is reduced, 
which obviously enlarges the maximum amount of equipment. 
DevoFlow is recommended based on OpenFlow; it reduces the 
traffic between controllers and switches in two processes: the 
foundation of forwarding streams and the collection of network 
information [32]. 
Unlike a vertical SDN cluster, there are no subordinate 
relationships between controllers in a horizontal SDN cluster. 
Instead, each controller knows a part of the network state and 
implementing of global functions requires integrating the 
information of multiple controllers using a specific protocol. 
The entire network is divided into different control domains 
that do not normally intersect. Each controller manages some 
physically adjacent switches. On one hand, the horizontal 
structure divides the control domain geographically, which 
reduces communication delays between switches and 
controllers. On the other hand, the independence of each 
control domain makes it convenient to perform local 
management strategies. There are several types of horizontal 
clusters for SDN. DISCO is specially designed for DFS, in 
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Fig. 1.  Controller on different types of networks in SDN.  
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which each controller supervises its own network field and 
offers end-to-end network services by corresponding with other 
controllers [33]. The connection between controllers based on a 
swift channel protocol can collect and share information 
adaptively. HyperFlow is a distributed control plane based on 
event triggers [34]. Besides the advantages of centralized 
control, HyperFlow enhances the extensibility of SDN. 
HyperFlow actively synchronizes network information of 
controllers to ensure that every controller has access to the 
global network state to address complicated requirements. At 
the same time, HyperFlow significantly reduces the delays 
between switches and controllers. Onix is a global control 
platform that runs distributed server. Controllers obtain 
messages from switches, estimate the network state, constitute 
the network protocols and issue commends to switches. The 
key idea in Onix is to maintain global network state by NIB 
(Network Information Base), which has a layered topology [35]. 
Its extensibility is determined by the dispensing strategy of the 
network state and the communication benchmark of distributed 
controllers. 
By centralizing the logic of network control and providing a 
call interface to the application layer, an SDN turns the network 
into an allocable resource and elevates the network capacity 
while making the management of network resources more 
flexible. Some specific application scenarios have higher 
requirements of network management and monitoring. This 
demands a flexible and controllable traffic management 
mechanism when using an SDN for data transfer. 
To address abovementioned deficiencies, it is necessary to 
realize a traffic management mechanism that can perceive the 
identity of an application and allow the application to specify 
the network service requirements. These application aware 
clustered traffic management modules should have the 
following technical features: 
1) The application should set specific required network 
parameters directly, including bandwidth, priority, network 
permissions, and so on. 
2) The network control layer should be able to identify 
traffic-generating application to develop an optimized 
forwarding strategy. 
3) The application should apply statistics to the network data, 
test the quality of service, and adjust the network parameters. 
IV. BASIC ARCHITECTURE 
The security cluster is composed primarily of the following 
modules: cluster secure authentication, big data analysis-based 
clustering, and a clustering job pool. At the first job execution, 
considering the local task and network bandwidth, the master 
node of each cluster is assigned to the job, and the node queue is 
added to the cluster job pool. The data from different clusters is 
collected and stored in distributed storage system using Hadoop 
architecture. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is widely 
used in big data systems. In the proposed scheme, the collected 
big data is stored on the basis of HDFS. 
The basic architecture of the proposed security cluster 
mechanism is shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, cluster authentication is 
performed when an SDN controller joins a cluster; this ensures 
only legitimate SDN controllers are included. Second, big data 
analysis can provide a clustering policy for the SDN controller. 
In this study, the ant colony algorithm is adapted to perform the 
big data analysis. The initial status calculation module uses 
TaskTrackers to record the running status. Here, TaskTrackers 
is a collection of elements of TaskTrackerStatus. The data 
replica query is realized based on the communications among 
the NameNode, which supply backup of the input data for the 
currently scheduled job. The cluster job assignment module 
performs policy implementation based on the results of big data 
analysis and returns the cluster response to the SDN controller.  
 
 
V. PROPOSED SECURITY CLUSTER MANAGEMENT 
A. Secure Authentication for Cluster Control 
To secure the cluster control for control plane in SDN, secure 
authentication is imperative when a controller joins the cluster 
in SDNs. As an existing security token, username/password is 
feasible to propose related authentication protocols. However, 
this security token alone does not enough security protection 
for the authentication. In other words, additional protections 
such as confidentiality, integrity, and nonreputation cannot be 
provided. To adapt the username/password token for this 
authentication, a hash function and a message authentication 
code (MAC) are introduced to improve security during 
clustering.  
There are two phases in the secure authentication for 
clustering in control plane: “credential generation” and 
“credential authentication”. The notations and their meanings 
as used in the proposed authentication protocol are listed in 
Table I. In the proposed authentication protocol, a hash-based 
MAC is used as the MAC technology. The lightweight 
computation in hash reduces the complexity of the 
authentication protocol. In fact, the hash based MAC is a 
proven cryptology algorithm. In this paper, the MAC value is 
computed based on MAC(Key, M)=H(Key+M+Key).  
 
 
Fig. 2.  Basic architecture of the proposed security cluster mechanism. 
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The principle by which an SDN controller node generates a 
specific signature is shown in Table 2. First, to generate the 
credential, a fresh nonce NC is generated by the controller Con. 
Next, Con computes a digest value of its own password as well 
as the fresh nonce using the hash function. Note that both the 
controller and the master node of the cluster can store the 
password. Clearly, the credential can achieve nonrepudiation, 
because only the controller itself can generate the credential. 
Meanwhile, the fresh nonce ensures the freshness. Then, a 
security token ST is generated by Con based on the 
username/password. In addition, to improve the defense 
capability against replay attacks, created time and nonce are 
added. Then, the key of MAC from C’s Password and salt is 
generated by Con. In the proposed authentication protocol, 
ClusteringRequest is used to denote the original access request 
message. Next, a confidentiality token for ClusteringRequest is 
generated by Con. Subsequently, the ST and the credential are 
sent to the master node in the cluster by the controller. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After receiving the ST and the credential from the controller 
Con, the password of Con is retrieved by the master node M of 
the cluster from the local memory. Next, PasswordDigest’ is 
computed by M, and compared to the original PasswordDigest. 
Then, M verifies whether the identity of the controller is valid. 
We use the ClusteringResponse message to denote the original 
clustering response message. Moreover, to obtain the MAC of 
ClusteringResponse, Key is calculated. Then, the master node 
of the cluster computes the credential of ClusteringResponse 
and sends it to the client node. Table III shows the detailed 
principle of credential authentication. 
B.  Ant System based Modeling for Cluster Management 
The ant colony algorithm is a feasible and proven approach 
for data analysis. However, realizing the cluster of the SDN 
control plane remains an open issue. In this section, the ant 
colony algorithm is adapted for the cluster of SDN control 
plane. The ant system specifically includes the following three 
operations. 
1) Initialization: The pheromone on each edge is initialized 
to a small value     ; and there is a taboo table of each ant which 
records the nodes that have passed through. The taboo table’s 
length is initialized to 1 and the node that the ant is currently on 
is recorded. The amount of pheromone on each edge released 
by the ants is initialized to 0. 
2) Construct ants’ paths: The ants determine their next 
location to arrive based on a certain probability; this process is 
called state transition. The probability calculation is shown in 
the Eq. (1). 
 
 
 
(1) 
 
 
 
Eq. (1) shows the probability of choosing city j from location 
i at time t, which is called state transition rule.     means the 
weight of pheromone in probability calculation, which is 
termed pheromone weight parameter in this paper. The greater 
the pheromone value is, the greater the effect of pheromone 
during the process of ant transfer.    is the weight of the heuristic 
factor (which is usually expressed as the reciprocal of    in the 
traveling salesman problem) in the probability calculation, and 
it is called heuristic factor weight parameter in this paper. The 
larger its value is, the larger the effect of heuristic factor is 
during the process of ant transfer. Eq. (1) shows that the ants 
will not choose locations in the taboo table, which ensures the 
legitimacy of the solution. 
3) The operations on the pheromones: In the ant colony 
model, when all the ants have found a legitimate path, the 
pheromone on that path is updated, as shown in Eq. (2). 
 
(2) 
 
where      means the pheromone on the edge ij at time t.     is the 
pheromone maintenance factor, and        is the pheromone 
0τ
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TABLE III 
CREDENTIAL AUTHENTICATION 
Credential Authentication 
Con                                                                              M               
                ST, MAC(ClusteringRequest, Key) 
1. send clustering request 
2. M derives PasswordDigest, T,NC, salt from ST 
3. M computes PasswordDigest’ =H(T+RC+Password) 
4. M authenticates  PasswordDigest  
5. M compute Key based on credential generation 
6.M computes MAC value of  ClusteringResponse 
MAC(ClusteringResponse,  Key) 
7. M send clustering response 
 
TABLE II 
CREDENTIAL GENERATION 
Credential Generation: 
1. A fresh nonce NC is generated by Con 
2. Con calculates PasswordDigest=H(T+RC+Password) 
3. Con generate a security token ST=(ControllerID, PasswordDigest,  
T, NC, salt) 
4. Key=Hash(Password+salt) is calculated by Con  
5. Con calculates the credential of ClusteringRequest as  
MAC(Key, ClusteringRequest) 
 
TABLE I 
NOTATIONS USED BY CLUSTER AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL 
Notation Meaning 
Con Controller node in the SDN 
M Mater node which is in charge of the cluster of the 
control plane of SDN 
NA A nonce generated by entity A,  which is a random 
value to defend replay attacks 
Key The key of hash based MAC algorithm 
T The created time of a message when the controller 
join a cluster 
Salt 128-b randomized valued generating the key for 
symmetric cryptography 
Hash(E) Computes the digest of message E based on hash 
algorithm to calculate 
MAC(E, Key) Uses Key to compute MAC for message E 
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volatile factor.                 is the sum of the pheromones released 
by all the ants on the edge ij from time t to t+1, as shown as Eq. 
(2). 
 
(3) 
 
The m in the formula is the number of ants, and                       
denotes the amount of pheromones released by ant k on edge ij 
from time t to t+1. 
 
 
 
(4) 
 
 
To construct the initial SDN clustering classification under 
the influence of pheromone and heuristic factors, the ants 
follow Eq. (4) to select attribute entries from all the selectable 
attribute entries as a conjunctive item of the rule's prerequisite. 
For an attribute entry, if the other attribute entry for the same 
attribute does not exist in the rule's previous part, the attribute 
entry is optional. Eq. (4) shows that during the process of 
constructing the initial classification rules front, for all the 
optional attribute entries, the ant selecting an attribute item into 
the rule's previous part does not consider which attribute the 
attribute belongs to but only which pheromone and inspired 
information are associated with it. This approach breaks the 
boundaries between attribute entries that belong to different 
attributes. 
 
 
(5) 
 
 
 
In Eq. (5), pij is the selection probability value of the j-th 
attribute of attribute entry i. The higher the value is, the greater 
the probability is, where the corresponding attribute entry is 
added into the rule.   is the heuristic information that 
corresponds to the j-th attribute entry in attribute i, and it is 
determined by Eq. (5). The heuristic information of each 
attribute entry is proportional to the ability of that attribute 
entry to classify samples.        is the amount of pheromone 
associated with the property of attribute i at the t-th loop 
iteration. Attribute entries that exist in high-quality rules will 
have the opportunity to obtain more pheromones; therefore that 
attribute entry is more likely than the other optional attribute 
entries to be placed into the rule's previous part by the ant in the 
next loop iteration. Here, a is the number of attributes in the 
training data set. xi plays the role like a tabu list, ensuring that 
no two attribute entries in the rule's previous part belong to the 
same attribute. When attribute i has not been chosen by an ant, x 
will be set to 1. When the attribute i already has an attribute 
entry that exists in the rule's previous part, xi is set to 0. bi is the 
number of attribute entries contained in attribute i. 
During the process of the ant constructs the initial rule’s 
previous part, the selected attribute entry is not determined by 
the attribute selection probability but by the Roulette Selection 
Mechanism [36]. The Roulette Selection Mechanism has the 
advantage that attribute entries with a larger selection 
probability are more likely to be selected. However, attribute 
entries with a smaller selection probability also have the 
opportunity to be selected, which reduces the risk that the 
algorithm will converge to some local optimal solutions. 
 
 
 
(6) 
 
 
In Eq. (6),                refers to the information entropy 
corresponding to the attribute item  . The information entropy is 
determined by Eq. (7), and k is the number of classes in the data 
set. 
 
(7) 
 
C. Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm based Cluster 
 To realize the SDN clustering in the control plane, data 
objects (e.g., SDN traffic) are regarded as ants with various 
attributes, and the clustering master node is regarded as the 
food source. The detailed clustering process is to imitates the 
foraging process of ants. Ants are distributed over a number of 
food sources in this model, and “move” jumpily among the 
sources. Meanwhile, a food source's characteristics can change 
dynamically as the ants change. For example, if a controller 
node moves from one cluster to another cluster, the absence of 
cluster controller nodes will cause the ants to change, which 
changes the characteristics of the food source. 
Through the interaction between the ant colony and the food 
source, the distribution of ants in different food sources can be 
achieved, and the dissimilarities among the ants within the 
same food source is minimized. Suppose there are N data 
objects to be analyzed. Each data object has m attributes. The 
data object is defined as                                                                          . 
The degree of dissimilarity between different objects is 
measured by the Euclidean distance between them. The smaller 
the distance is, the smaller the degree of dissimilarity is. 
According to the definition of the ant colony algorithm, ants 
move randomly. The probability that the ant Xi will move to the 
food source where ant Xj is locate based on the Eq. (8). 
 
 
(8) 
 
 
When all the ants have been “moved” (which is equivalent to 
the idea that the data objects contained in each class have 
changed)，the cluster center of each class must be recalculated 
(which is equivalent to the idea that the classes have changed). 
Therefore, the dissimilarity degree of the internal data in each 
class also needs to be recalculated. The dissimilarity degree of 
the internal data in the same class is calculated based on Eq. (9). 
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(9) 
 
 
And for a class, the center point is determined according to 
Eq. (10).  
 
(10) 
 
If the sum of the dissimilarity degree of all classes is less 
than    , the clustering terminates and results of the analysis are 
returned. Otherwise, the cluster needs to be re-analyzed. The 
procedures above are repeated until the termination condition is 
met. 
VI. DESIGN OF IMPLEMENTATION SYSTEM 
A. Overview of Implementation System 
According to the above functional technical features, an 
abstract module interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 3. 
The main goal of the modules is to realize the interactions 
between the application plane and the SDN control plane. In 
other words, it aims to provide the application with the ability 
to interact with the SDN controller enabling the application to 
submit network resource requirements to the controller. Then, 
the control plane issues a specific network policy for the 
corresponding traffic based on the requirements of the 
application layer and sends it to the network devices.  
 
B. Capabilities Entities of the Implementation System 
The specific meaning of each process is as follows: 1) The 
application sends network demand parameters to cfgSocket, the 
TCP socket program on the controller server. 2) cfgSocket 
parses the data and stored it into the Configuration database 
cfgDB. 3) Because there is no matching flow table entry, the 
OpenFlow switch forwards the packets received from the 
application to the controller. 4) The controller queries the 
network demand parameters from the policy setting module 
cfgSet based on the packet information. 5) The database returns 
the network requirement parameter. 6) The cfgSet module 
returns the formatted demand parameters. 7) The controller sets 
the forwarding policy based on the demand parameter and 
sends the flow table entry to the switch. 8) The application 
passes the cfgSocket query. 
Based on module interaction requirements, during 
realization, the application-aware cluster traffic management 
modules can be divided into two entities: the of network 
parameter configuration entity, cfgSet, and the 
application-aware entity, appAware. Here, appAware is an 
application that runs on the SDN controller platform, while 
cfgSet is a stand-alone program running  on the same server as 
the overall SDN controller. 
HTC is a cluster computing mode that improves the 
utilization rate of cluster resources by dispatching batch tasks in 
a cluster of computer. The nodes involved in the HTC cluster 
can be distributed around the world. More importantly, the 
tasks that HTC schedule may have different network 
requirements. To provide stable and reliable web services, 
beyond improving network bandwidth, HTC must provide a 
flexible fine-grained supervisor mode. Existing traffic 
management and optimizing methods are generally 
implemented only at the application layer or network layer; this 
results in a situation where the network layer cannot provide 
accurately customized services for applications in terms of 
bandwidth, time delay, throughput, and so on. For instance, by 
considering the topological relations when scheduling tasks and 
optimizing the task scheduling algorithms, SLURM reduces the 
data transmission requirements. However, SLURM can provide 
only limited functionality because it cannot interact with the 
network layer. Because the network-based traffic management 
tools cannot distinguish between different applications running 
on the same node, they cannot provide optimized network 
policies for specific tasks. 
 Network Parameter Configuration Entity 
The main function of cfgSet is to interact with the application 
plane to obtain its requirements for network resources, 
including bandwidth, priority and other requirements. Then 
cfgSet formats these requirements and stores them in the 
database. 
Moreover, cfgSet must be able to receive query requests 
from appAware and return the corresponding application's 
network parameters based on the key value to appAware, which 
is the basis for developing a forwarding strategy. 
 Entity of Application-Aware 
The main function of appAware is to parse the packets 
passed into the controller to determine the application to which 
they belong. Then, it queries cfgSet to obtain the network 
parameters as the basis for developing a forwarding strategy. 
These two modules typically run in the same server to reduce 
the time delay for the internal communication between the 
modules while avoiding additional processing steps such as 
NAT conversion. 
 Implementation Module 
In this paper, the SDN controller used in the research process 
is ONOS, which runs in the Karaf container. ONOS conforms 
to the OSGi technical standard, provides functionally isolated 
modules, and interacts through the interface calls. AppAware is 
an application module that is implemented in ONOS, while 
cfgSet is a stand-alone java program. 
 Configuring the Network Parameters 
2
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Fig. 3.  Implementation system of security cluster for control plane of SDN. 
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Network parameters represent to the specific application 
requirements such as network protocols, bandwidth, 
connectivity, and other aspects. HTC scheduler usually has its 
own data structure that represents the resource requirements for 
the HTC task. As an example, HTCondor stores this 
information in a list called ClassAd. Each HTCondor task and 
HTCondor machine has a unique ClassAd member. All the 
ClassAd members of a task are defined when the task is 
committed. We achieve the representation of the parameters of 
the network requirement by extending the existing ClassAd 
mechanism.  
 Implementation of Application-Aware Function 
The focus of realizing the application-aware function is to 
associate a data stream with an application. 
In general， two mechanisms are used to achieve this goal: 
Deep Packet Inspection and IP/Port Mapping. Deep packet 
Inspection analyzes the packet contents and performs pattern 
matching with an application. This article uses IP/port mapping 
to map packets and applications. To initialize this mechanism, 
public IP addresses must be assigned to tasks using a bridge 
pattern. Open vSwitch provides one way of accomplishing this 
task.  
The virtual network card of OvS connects with the physical 
network card, causing the IP address and the addressing request 
of the physical network card to transfer to the virtual network 
card. A virtual network adapter is generated when each 
scheduling task is established. The container running a task and 
OvS are connected through an exclusive virtual network card to 
create a private network namespace. Meanwhile, each 
container is given a single IP address used in data transmission. 
In this way, an data stream is associated with an the application 
through the IP address and port number. 
The first time the data plane receives an application packet, it 
sends the PACKET_IN message to the controller because no 
corresponding item exists in the flow table. The controller calls 
the function in the PacketService interface to analyze the 
package. Then, the controller obtains the corresponding 
network configuration by parsing the source IP address and port 
number of the packet header, and queries cfgDB using key 
value. 
 Implementation of Traffic Management Function 
Tasks running in the same HTCondor node share a certain 
amount of bandwidth, that is, the bandwidth allocated by the 
system physical network card. The HTCondor node performs 
allocations according to the bandwidth requirements declared 
by the task. If the idle bandwidth is insufficient, the new task 
will be stopped. According to the OvS technology standard, the 
application’s bandwidth demand could not be allocated during 
operation, because there is an upper limit for the bandwidth that 
can be allocated for the virtual port by the physical network 
card. That is, the bandwidth allocated for the task by the traffic 
management module must be valid during the task's running 
cycle. 
C. Implementation of Communications 
In an SDN, the core idea of the cluster control is to maintain a 
complete view between the dynamic management of network 
devices and the distributed controller nodes. It is important to 
be able to control the communications by the controller within 
intra cluster. In fact, each controller has an exclusive NodeID 
and each node in a cluster has an exclusive DeviceID. Thus, 
there is a many-to-many mapping relation among the 
controllers and other nodes in the cluster. To maintain the 
logical consistency, a node in the cluster is managed by just one 
controller. In the controller cluster, each controller manage the 
status information of a networking zone. In addition, the status 
information can be broadcasted to all the controllers.  
The northbound interface of ONOS provides the ability to 
obtain a global network view so that the application can 
perform various advanced communication and management 
functions. The primary consideration for maintaining the global 
view is to maintain network state consistency between 
controller nodes. At any time, each node needs to have the 
ability to provide accurate and complete network status. To 
enable the controller nodes to obtain the global network view 
quickly and to ensure the integrity and accuracy of the view, 
ONOS uses the following technical means: 
1) MASTER identifier: For a node in the cluster, the identity 
of the MASTER node is a key message, because only the 
MASTER node can operate on it. Therefore, the collection of 
MASTER mappings for all devices is an important part of the 
global network view. To ensure the consistency of the 
MASTER mapping relationship, each device has a MASTER 
identifier indicating the serial number of the current MASTER 
node.  
2) Topology event sequence: During a given MASTER 
mapping validity period, the MASTER node receives a series 
of topology update events. To flag these events in the global 
network state, we set a monotonically increasing topology 
event sequence similar to the MASTER identifier. 
3) Logical timestamp: In the case where both the MASTER 
identifier and the topology event sequence are determined, we 
can obtain a unique global network view. This view makes it 
possible to connect the above two identifiers as a timestamp of 
the global network state. 
4) Network topology state machine: When a topology update 
event occurs, the MASTER node first generates a logical 
timestamp and then updates the local network state machine. 
Then, the event information and the logical timestamps are 
broadcasted to all the nodes in the cluster. The receiving node 
first determines whether the local state machine is out of date 
based on the timestamp, if so, it updates its own state machine if 
it is out of date.  
VII. SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATIONS 
A. Simulation Setup 
In this implementation of an SDN using cluster controller to 
process jobs, the cluster controller consists of 16 Intel(R) 
Xeon(R) E5620 CPU (2.40 GHz), 16 G memory, 500 G disk 
and a bandwidth capacity of 1000 Mbps. The operation system 
is Linux ubuntu 3.2.0-29-generic. The main function of cfgSet 
is to interact with the application plane to obtain its 
requirements for network resources, including bandwidth, 
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priority and other requirements, and store them in the database.  
To test the performance and availability of the cluster traffic 
management modules implemented above. This study expands 
the ONOS network. In this network, three HTCondor tasks 
share the 1,000 Mbps physical bandwidth of the node and 
download files from three remote HTTP servers. The network 
attributes for task are shown in Table IV. 
Three users, A, B and C submit tasks to the HTCondor node. 
The bandwidth required for A’s task is 100Mbps, and the file is 
downloaded from the server A. The bandwidth required for B’s 
task is 300Mbps, and the file is downloaded from server B. The 
bandwidth required for C’s task is 600Mbps, and the file is 
downloaded from server C. Because A, B and C are given equal 
priority, they can perform a task in each time slot. The 
bandwidth allocated to the three tasks is equivalent to the 
node’s physical bandwidth, that is, there is no idle bandwidth c. 
Therefore, no new tasks would be executed. Only after the task 
is completed, and idle bandwidth appears; new tasks can turn 
into the execution state. 
When the traffic management module is enabled or disabled 
the bandwidth occupied by each task changes over time. 
B. Simulation of Traffic Rate 
Figure 4 shows that the bandwidth used by each task is 
limited to the bandwidth level they declared in the 
configuration files when the traffic management module is 
enabled, and these would not be redistributed even if idle 
bandwidth appeared during operation. Figure 4 shows that the 
three tasks are assigned equal bandwidth when the traffic 
management module is not enabled.By comparing Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5, we can conclude that the traffic management modul’s 
bandwidth managements for the different tasks realizes the 
design goals. 
Next, we change the script used to submit the tasks in the 
experiment to make three users A,B and C cycle their task 
submission, and the bandwidth usage is shown in Fig. 6. 
A cluster management experiment for data transmission of 
distributed network devices is performed in multiple ONOS 
control domains.  
 
In the cluster traffic management experiment, the server and 
the client respectively run in the OvS control domains that 
shown in the figure. The bandwidth required for job 1 is set to 
250Mbps, and the total bandwidth of OvS2 is set to 100Mbps. 
No traffic management is applied to the job 2 and job 3.The 
bandwidth occupied by the three tasks measured by the 
experiment is shown in Fig. 6-8. 
As shown in Fig. 7, the bandwidth occupied by job 1 is 
approximately 250Mbps, which accords with its bandwidth 
configuration. The total bandwidth occupied by job 2 and job 3, 
that is, the physical bandwidth of OvS2 is 100Mbps, reaching 
its upper physical bandwidth limit. 
Figure 7 shows the bandwidth respectively occupied by job 2 
and job 3.  
 
 
Fig. 4.  The bandwidth occupied with traffic management. 
  
 
Fig. 6.  The bandwidth occupied with cluster management and cycle to 
submit tasks. 
  
TABLE IV 
THE NETWORK ATTRIBUTES OF TASK 
Attributes Meaning 
IPProtocol Prior IP protocol (IPv4/IPv6) 
RequestBandwidth Bandwidth task required 
NetworkAccouting the network traffic statistic or not  
InboundConnectivity Whether it needs inward connection 
OutboundConnectivity Whether it needs external connection 
MAC(E, Key) Uses Key to compute MAC for message E 
 
 
Fig. 5.  The bandwidth occupied with cluster management and cycle to 
submit tasks. 
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C. Simulation of Time Overhead and Energy Consumption 
To evaluate the communication overhead of the proposed 
secure cluster scheme, Mininet is used to simulate an SDN that 
includes 10,000 network nodes and 500 OpenFlow switches. 
The available bandwidth is 100 Mbps. The cluster scheme in 
[37] is introduced for comparison purposes. Figure 9 shows that 
the communication overhead of the proposed cluster scheme is 
lower than that of the scheme in [37]. This is because the 
proposed ant colony optimization enables big data analysis and 
provide an optimized cluster controller for SDN. 
 In addition, as shown in Fig. 10, we vary the number of 
sensor nodes to extensively check the energy consumption of 
our proposed algorithm. The power consumption of an SDN 
node in activated mode and sleeping mode is set to 
Pa=12:0mW and Ps=270μW, respectively, which have been 
veriﬁed and adopted in [38]. The network size varies from 200 
to 500. Additionally, the comparison of the energy 
consumption is performed between the proposed cluster 
scheme and the scheme in [37]. As shown in Fig. 9, the energy 
consumption is less than that of the cluster scheme in [37], 
especially for large scale-networks. This because the ant colony 
optimization results are better when more data can be got from 
the networks. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
In large-scale SDN, multiple controllers in the control plane 
must be able to collaborate to manage the entire network. 
Control plane extensibility is an important issue. Clustering is a 
feasible and proven approach to achieve efficient SDN 
management, in which the cluster monitors all types of events 
and maintain a consistent global network status. This usually 
involves big data in SDN. At the same time, the legality of the 
data sources should be ensured, thus the big data for cluster 
must be trustworthy. To address the above challenges, this 
paper proposed a big data analysis-based secure cluster 
management architecture for optimized control plane. A secure 
authentication scheme was proposed to ensure the legality of 
the data sources. Next, ant colony optimization was used to 
enable a big data analysis scheme and an implementation 
system was proposed to optimize the control plane. This work 
is significant in improving the performance and efficiency of 
applications running in SDN. In future work, a distributed 
security data storage scheme for the SDN controller cluster will 
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Fig. 9.  Communication overhead.  
 
Fig. 8.  The bandwidth respectively occupied by job 2 and job  3. 
  
 
Fig. 7.  The bandwidth occupied in different jobs. 
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Fig. 10.  Energy consumption.  
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be proposed. 
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